Mobile devices and technologies have become increasingly popular, offering comparable storage and computational capabilities to desktop computers allowing users to store and interact with sensitive and private information. The security and protection of such personal information are becoming more and more important since mobile devices are vulnerable to unauthorized access or theft. User authentication is a task of paramount importance that grants access to legitimate users at the point-of-entry and continuously through the usage session. This task is made possible with today's smartphones' embedded sensors that enable continuous and implicit user authentication by capturing behavioral biometrics and traits. In this paper, we survey more than 140 recent behavioral biometric-based approaches for continuous user authentication, including motionbased methods (27 studies), gait-based methods (23 studies), keystroke dynamics-based methods (20 studies), touch gesturebased methods (29 studies), voice-based methods (16 studies), and multimodal-based methods (33 studies). The survey provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art approaches for continuous user authentication using behavioral biometrics captured by smartphones' embedded sensors, including insights and open challenges for adoption, usability, and performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
S MARTPHONES have been witnessing a rapid increase in storage and computational resources, making them an invaluable instrument for activities on the internet and a leading platform for users' communication and interaction with data and media of different forms. Moreover, the current edge and cloud computing services available to users have increased the reliance on mobile devices for mobility and convenience, revolutionizing the landscape of technologies and methods of conducting transactions [1] . The continuous user authentication is an implicit process of validating the legitimate user based on capturing behavioral attributes by leveraging resources and built-in sensors of the mobile device. Users tend to develop distinctive behavioral patterns when using mobile devices, which can be used for the authentication task. These patterns are implicitly captured as users interact with their devices using behavioral features calculated from a stream of data, such as interaction and environmental information and sensory data. Continuous authentication methods are also called "transparent, implicit, active, non-intrusive, non-observable, adaptive, unobtrusive, and progressive" techniques [2] , [3] . Traditionally, continuous authentication methods operate as a support process to the conventional authentication methods, e.g., using secret-based authentication or physiological biometrics, such as prompting users to re-authenticate when adversarial or unauthorized behavior is detected.
Recently, the field of continuous authentication has been gaining increasing interest, especially with the expansion of storage and computational resources and the availability of sensors that can make the implicit authentication very accurate and effective. Using sensors-based authentication methods offers convenient and efficient access control for users. This paper surveys recent and state-of-the-art methods for continuous authentication using behavioral biometrics. We aim to shed light on current state and challenges facing the adoption of such methods in today's smartphones. Conventional vs. Biometric Approaches. To date, vendors of mobile devices have adopted both knowledge-based schemes and physiological biometrics as the primary security method for accessing the device. Knowledge-based approaches rely on the knowledge of the user; i.e., the user must provide certain information such as numeric password, PIN, graphical sequence, or a picture gesture [4] , to access a device [5] . Despite their simplicity, ease of implementation, and user acceptance, such approaches suffer from several shortcomings such as the inconvenience of frequent re-entering (especially when the knowledge used are long enough to convey strong security) and several adversarial attacks (e.g., shoulder surfing and smudge attacks) [6] - [10] . Another issue with knowledgebased authentication is the underlying assumption of having equal security requirements for all applications [11] . For example, accessing financial records and texting are given the same level of security. Using a knowledge-based authentication on smartphones falls short on delivering application-specific security guarantees [12] , especially observing the recent emergence of adaptable biometric authentication that account for environmental factors to adapt and select the suitable sensors for authentication (e.g., using fingerprint sensor when the lighting condition does not allow for face recognition) [13] . Even when using more complicated implementations of knowledgebased approaches, e.g., Yu et al.'s [14] implementation of 3D graphical passwords which can be easier to remember and arXiv:2001.08578v1 [cs.CR] 23 Jan 2020 possibly providing larger password space, they still inherit the same drawbacks. In fact, in a study by Amin et al. [9] , graphical sequences (2D patterns) are shown to be as easier to predict as textual passwords since 40% of patterns begin from the top-left node and majority of users use five nodes out of the nine nodes. Another example of sophisticated knowledgebased schemes is introduced by Shin et al. [15] , which includes changing the colors of six circles by touching them repeatedly up to seven times. Once all the circles' colors fit the correct combination, user authentication is granted. Even though this allows for harder security (especially when enabling a larger number of circles and colors), it still requires memorizing such complex combinations, which is the main disadvantage in knowledge-based approaches. To overcome the need for memorizing complex combinations, Yang et al. [16] proposed free-form gestures (doodling) as a user validation scheme, where users are to enter any draw with any number of fingers. The authors showed that using free-form gestures enabled a log-in time reduction reached 22% in comparison to textual passwords while maintaining higher usability and search space. However, the authors have not addressed other security concerns such as shoulder surfing and smudge attacks.
Many researchers have attempted to overcome the core problems of knowledge-based authentication by coupling such methods with biometric-based methods. Using biometric information improves both the accuracy and usability of the authentication process. Such integration can be done by measuring the keystroke dynamics or gestures when connecting, changing the order, or selecting images [17] . The shortcomings of knowledge-based authentication approaches motivate for using stronger and easier authentication schemes such as biometrics. Physiological biometrics provide unquestionable precision of user authentication with a convenient and simple approach. For example, most current smartphones are equipped with a fingerprint recognition module as reliability and a costeffective method for user authentication [3] , [18] , [19] .
Physiological biometrics-based authentication techniques show high efficiency, accuracy, and user acceptance [3] , [12] , [20] . However, all of these techniques necessitate the user's knowledge of the service since the user must interact with the biometric sensor and be aware of the biometric capturing process. Similar to knowledge-based authentication schemes, physiological biometrics, e.g., face, fingerprint, periocular, and iris, can provide point-of-entry authentication and fall short of offering implicit and transparent authentication. Motivation. It is obvious that knowledge-based and physiological biometric-based methods are successful for user validation, but they fall short on delivering continuous and transparent authentication. Moreover, physiological biometrics are mostly hardware-dependent. Behavioral biometrics show higher potential to meet all requirements for an efficient authentication system. In addition to all benefits of adopting behavioral biometrics, they are a suitable solution for "user abandonment" [21] protection, or when the legitimate user of the unlocked device is not present. These many advantages of behavioral biometrics-based authentication have shown to be influential for user adoption since a survey by Crawford and Renaud [10] demonstrated that 90% of the study's participants favored behavioral biometrics-based transparent authentication. Hence, the literature shows a remarkable interest in adopting various behavioral modalities, such as keystroke dynamics, touch gestures, motion, voice, etc., for transparent user authentication on mobile devices. This paper focuses on behavioral continuous authentication and multimodal methods that may incorporate physiological biometrics to harden security and boost the performance of the authentication scheme. Contribution. This work contributes to the mobile continuous user authentication in several aspects:
• Survey more than 140 works on continuous user authentication methods, categorizing them into six behavioral and physiological biometrics groups (motion, gait, keystroke dynamics, gesture, voice, and multimodal). • Present the studies of each biometric modality in a table format, comparing works by the modality, sensors, and the used authentication algorithm, in addition to the data collected, user sample size, and six evaluation metrics. Such comparison provides ease in understanding each work and how it compares to others in the field. • Give insights and challenges for different biometric methods, highlighting the possible future work and existing common gaps within the literature. Organization. This survey is organized as follows: we discuss the system design of continuous user authentication, including biometric modalities, user enrollment and verification techniques, and evaluation metrics in Section II. The user authentication system is categorized into six groups: motion-based authentication is discussed in Section III, gaitbased authentication in Section IV, followed by keystroke dynamics-based authentication in Section V. Touch gesturebased and voice-based authentication methods are described in Section VI and Section VII, respectively. The multimodalbased authentication is described in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude in Section IX.
II. CONTINUOUS AUTHENTICATION: DESIGN
Numerous studies have explored various methods for continuous user authentication leveraging modern mobile technologies and embedded sensors to model users' behavior. The deployment of sensors on today's mobile devices have enabled a variety of applications, such as modeling human behavior [22] , [23] , user authentication [24] - [28] , activity and action recognition [22] , [29] , [30] , and healthcare monitoring [31] , [32] , among others [33] , [34] . In this paper, we show recent user authentication methods that use mobile sensory data to capture users' behavioral biometrics.
A. Used Biometric Modalities
Several modalities are used for biometric-based authentication, including physiological biometrics (e.g., face, fingerprint, iris, etc.) and behavioral biometrics (e.g., keystroke dynamics, touch gestures, voice, motions, etc.). Figure 1 shows a categorization of used modalities for user authentication tasks. All these modalities are made possible by the embedded mobile sensors, e.g., camera, microphone, accelerometers, and gyroscopes, which contribute to the enrolment phase and the verification part of the authentication process. Such sensors provide sufficient information for accurate and secure authentication, and adopting the proper utilization mechanism would play an essential role in delivering efficient and usable user authentication [35] . Using biometrics for authentication, there are enormous studies that demonstrated the benefits and security aspects of using such information to explore "on-themove biometry" [36] .
B. User Authentication
Biometric-based user authentication leverages users' behavioral patterns for the identification or/and validation task using a pattern recognition method. The authentication is commonly referred to as a verification task in mobile security since the authentication method validates the legitimate user given certain biometrics. The general framework for the authentication system is illustrated in Figure 2 . Enrolment. There are two common approaches for user enrollment in the user authentication system. For simplicity purposes, we categorize enrollment techniques to 1 template-based enrollment and 2 model-based enrollment. For template-based enrollment, the user submits several samples to establish templates for future comparison. This method is popular among authentication methods using physiological biometrics, where features can be more robust to intra-class variations and more distinctive and scalable for a large population. Once users' templates are established, a similarity-based technique is used to validate users after passing a similarity threshold. Many considerations should be taken to ensure the quality of templates for supporting the performance of the system, such as the robustness and distinguishability of features across users, removing outliers, and reducing noise and redundancy. Moreover, security concerns should be addressed to ensure the security and privacy of users' templates, whether during enrollment and template registration, storing, retrieving, and processing for user authentication. For modelbased enrollment, users' biometrics are collected for training a machine learning model for user authentication, where the authentication model decides whether the input data belongs to the legitimate user. The common machine learning approach is used to establish users' models, including data acquisition and preprocessing, feature extraction and selection, and modeling. The quality of features plays a significant role in the performance of model-based authentication. Therefore, most efficient methods include a feature evaluation and selection process to extract the most distinctive features across a large population. Recently, model-based approaches have been gaining success for the user authentication task. However, several challenges should be tackled for efficient adoption, such as data collection size, training time, model size and robustness against possible adversarial attacks.
User Verification. After the user enrollment, the system validates the legitimate user based on extracted features. The verification can be at the point-of-entry and continuously through the usage session. For continuous authentication, the user verification process occurs periodically to grant access to the legitimate user and to deny access to impostors. The frequency of verification should be carefully selected to allow sufficient biometric data acquisition and features extraction process and to manage energy consumption. Depending on the enrolment approach, the authentication algorithm follows a similarity-based or probability-based scheme for user validation. Similarity-based techniques are used for measuring the similarity of input data in comparison to a stored template for a certain user, Traditionally, the verification implies a match between a given data and a stored template to a certain degree. The authentication system is responsible for giving access to the legitimate user when presenting a biometric data that matches the supposed template with similarity check higher than a predefined threshold. The threshold is for accounting for environmental and processing errors that could affect the reading or calculating of the biometric data. Mathematically, a verification process can be viewed as C = T rue if f (x, y) ≥ t and F alse otherwise, where f is a similarity measurement between an input x and a template y, and t is a predefined threshold. The genuine match is shown when C evaluates to T rue, while the impostor match is when C is F alse.
Probability-based algorithms are used for model-based enrolment, where the authentication model signals a probability for granting access to the legitimate user based on the input data, the verification process is similar to the template-based algorithm, expect of using a pre-trained model for decision making. The decision of the model C = T rue if g(x) ≥ th and F alse otherwise, where g is the objective function of the probability-based algorithm and th is a predefined threshold. The user verification process runs periodically for continuous user authentication, however, the frequency f req higher bound is limited by minimum verification time t o , where f req = 1 to , and t o = t d + t p + t c , where t d is the time needed to acquire sufficient data for verification, t p refers to the time required for data preprocessing, and t c is classification period. While t c can be mitigated by overlapping t d and t p with t c , it should be taken into account the computational power and battery consumption needed for the verification process. 
C. Authentication Evaluation Metrics
Biometric-based authentication systems are evaluated by their ability to generalize to a large population. This emphasis becomes more obvious when addressing mobile security since the authentication system should account for a very large and different population. There are several evaluation metrics for evaluating authentication system performance. The three most common metrics are the false accept rate (FAR), the false reject rate (FRR), and the equal error rate (EER). For the authentication task on a mobile device, a false accept indicates that false access is granted to an intruder, while a false reject indicates that the legitimate user is denied access to the device. FAR is represented as Number of False Acceptance Total Number of Attempts and FRR is equal to Number of False Rejections Total Number of Attempts . The EER is where the FAR is roughly similar to the FRR, and it is a very popular metric for interpreting system error.
Additional evaluation metrics for the authentication system include true positive rate, true negative rate, false positive rate, false negative rate, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. True positive rate and true negative rate indicate the rate of correctly validating a legitimate user and denying an impostor, respectively. False positive rate and the false negative rate is the rate of which the system denies access for the legitimate user and allows access for the impostor, respectively. Accuracy is the proportion of true positives and negatives to the overall tested data, including (true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives). Precision indicates how frequently the system correctly produces positive classifications, which is calculated as the ratio of true positives to both true and false positives. Recall indicates how frequently the system correctly validates positive data, which is calculated as the ratio of true positives to both true positives and false negatives.
D. Behavioral Biometrics
Behavioral biometrics enable efficient implementation of an authentication system that operates beyond the point-of-entry access and continuously authenticate users without explicitly asking their input. Therefore, behavioral biometrics improve mobile security by providing user continuous and transparent authentication process throughout the entire routine session. An efficient implementation of behavioral biometricbased authentication method should account for hardware-and software-independent operation and network connectivity differences to allow for successful system adoption [37] . Various techniques have been proposed for mobile user authentication using behavioral usage and features by taking advantage of the embedded sensors. Using sensory data, a background process continuously and implicitly captures user's behavior to perform an active and transparent authentication, e.g., using motion patterns [22] , [38] , [39] , gait [29] , [40] - [44] , touch gestures [38] , [45] - [48] , electrocardiography (ECG) [27] , keystroke dynamics [19] , [47] , [49] , [50] , voice [51] - [53] , signature [54] - [56] , and profiling [23] , [25] , [57] .
Since today's smartphones are well-equipped with a variety of embedded sensors, such as motion sensors (e.g., gravity, accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer), environmental sensors (e.g., light, temperature, barometer, and proximity), and position sensors (e.g., GPS and compass), numerous studies have leveraged these sensors for user authentication [22] , [25] , [58] , [59] . A study by Crawford et al. [60] shows that behavioral biometrics reduce the demand for legitimate authentication by 67% in comparison to knowledge-based methods, i.e., adding a remarkable improvement in usability. In terms of exploiting access privilege, the authors showed that an intruder could perform more than 1,000 tasks if successfully gain access to a mobile device using a knowledgebased authentication scheme; however, the intruder can hardly achieve one task if the mobile device uses a multimodal behavioral biometrics-based method [60] .
III. MOTION-BASED AUTHENTICATION
Most of today's mobile devices are equipped with motion sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes, which can be a valid source for modeling users' behavior. The accelerometer provides the gravitational acceleration in three spatial dimensions (axes), x, y, and z, measured in meter per second squared, where the axes denote the vertical, and left-to-right dimensions [76] . The gyroscope measures the angular rotation Picking-up Motion Ac, Gy, Ma SVM 31 6.13% [63] Motion & keystroke Ac, Gy, Pr SVM 100 1.25% 99.13% [64] Motion Gesture Ac SVM 8 95.83% [65] In-air Handwriting LMC SVM 100 0.6% [66] In-air Handwriting Ac, Gy
Shacking Motion Ac, Gy DTW-LSTM 150 0.1% 96.87% [68] Free-form Gesture Ac, Gy DTW 3% 0.02% 10% [69] In-air Handwriting Ac DTW * 34 2.5% [70] In-air Handwriting Ac, Gy, Or MLP 84.5% [39] Pick-up Motion Ac CC 10 1.46% 6.87% [71] Motion Gesture Ac, Gy Naïve Bayes k-NN MLP SVM in three dimensions, x, y, and z, in radians per second along the axes [68] . Such sensory data provides a feature space that enables the modeling of users' movement and usage; therefore, a variety of methods revolve around utilizing such data for authentication and security.
Early exploitation of motion sensors includes air-written signatures [39] , [69] for which the user holds the device and performs an air-written signature as the application is running and recording the user's motion. Traditionally, signatures are well-known behavioral biometric commonly used for conducting official or commercial transactions [77] - [79] . However, air-written signatures, while providing a valid method for user authentication, they operate as a point-of-entry authentication and fail to offer covert, transparent, or continuous authentication. Laghari et al. [39] showed that a motion-based signature had achieved a 1.46% FAR and 6.87% FRR when tested on a dataset collected from motion sensors of ten participants' smartphones. While such methods are robust against shoulder surfing attacks [80] , they 1 require the user input and engagement once authentication is required, 2 fail to offer a continuous transparent authentication, and 3 are secretand knowledge-based since the user must memorize the used signature. Similar implementations include waving gestures [61] , free-form gestures [68] , and "picking-up" movement (i.e., picking the phone and raising it for answering a call) [62] .
Ehatisham et al. [22] proposed a continuous authentication system that identifies mobile users based on their activity patterns using embedded sensors, i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. The authors reported an analysis of the system performance when the smartphone is placed at five different locations on the user's body. Amini et al. [58] introduced DeepAuth, an LSTM-based user authentication method, which uses sensory data extracted from the accelerometer and gyroscope to model users' behavioral patterns. The experiments, which were carried out on data collected from 47 users with 10-13 minutes each, have shown an average accuracy of 96.7% for 20 seconds authentication window. Zhu et al. [81] introduced a technique based on users' phoneskating behavior captured by motion sensors. The experiments reported an average EER of 1.2% using data of 20 users. Lee et al. [73] introduced an SVM-based system for user authentication using readings from three motion sensors to achieve an average accuracy of 90% when using data collected from four participants.
Exploring the effects of using different sensory data augmentation process, Li et al. [74] examined five data augmentation methods to authenticate users with SensorAuth. The overall results of SensorAuth have shown an EER of 4.66% when using 5 seconds window.
Using different motion-based modality, Zhang et al. [26] introduced an eye movement-based implicit authentication method based on eye movement in response to visual stimuli when using a VR headset. The authors reported imposters' detection accuracy of 91.2% within 130 seconds. Song et al. [75] conducted a similar study on smartphones to track individual eye movement with the built-in front camera to investigate using gaze patterns for user authentication [75] . The authors reported an average system accuracy of 88.73% when tracking users' eye movement for 10 seconds.
The summary of the related work associated with motionbased user authentication is listed in Table I . Most of the studies use embedded motion sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, and orientation sensors. Using motion-based methods for user authentication allowed an authentication accuracy of up to 99.13% using SVM trained on sensory data collected from motion sensors [63] . Insights and Challenges. While motion-based user authentication methods can detect and classify legitimate users, it has been shown that it is not sufficient to use the motion alone, achieving relatively low accuracy (up to 96.87%) given the criticality of the application. Additionally, such methods are hard to implement for continuous authentication, or at least with high frequency, as secret in-air handwriting may be required. Recent studies have incorporated motion-based user authentication methods within wearable and augmented reality devices, requiring more hardware to function, which is not generally feasible for IoT devices. On the technical side, capturing the motion of the user is challenging, especially for the user behavior variations and imperfection in motion tracking on large-scale datasets. In particular, using the gyroscope sensor to detect the motion presents a submillimeter precision challenge, where a slight movement of the sensor adds noise to the user data, lowering the overall accuracy. Similarly, in-air handwriting and gestures are easy to be exposed, as a malicious user may mimic the legitimate user behavior by observing his movement, introducing another channel of vulnerability to the user authentication system.
IV. GAIT-BASED AUTHENTICATION
Gait recognition has gained increased interest in recent years, especially with the vast adoption of mobile and wearable sensors. Gait recognition is defined as the process of identifying an individual by the manner of walking using computer vision and/or sensory data collected from environmental and wearable sensors [98] . Computer vision approaches for gait recognition include segmenting the individual's images while walking and capturing the features that enable accurate recognition [82] . While using sensory data, include 1 adopting floor senors that gait-related features are captured once the person walks on them [83] , [84] , 2 adopting wearable sensors that aims to collect information that enables gait recognition [83] . For mobile security and authentication, gait recognition is usually done using wearable sensors, especially the reading of the motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer) of the mobile device, to enable continuous transparent authentication.
The general approach to gait recognition includes four steps, 1 data acquisition step in which the device is placed in a certain way that enables the walk activity recording, 2 data preprocessing step for reducing the introduced noise by the data collection method or other environmental factors, 3 walk detection step using either traditional cycle or machine learning techniques, and 4 analysis step [76] . Handling the data acquisition process requires accurate readings from motion sensors as the user places the device in a predefined manner such as carrying the device inside of a pouch [90] , in the pants pocket [76] , [91] , or in hand [92] . Studies conducted for mobile security using gait-based biometrics usually include data collection from a population of size equal to or less than 50 participants [90]- [92] , and processed in controlled conditions to minimize the effects of outside factors [93] . Even though some studies have attempted to capture gait-related metrics from a real-world collection of sensory data, such as the study by Nickel and Busch [93] , generally, the data collection requires an ideal setting at least in one aspect (e.g., walking patterns or floor condition) [3] .
The second step after acquiring the data, the preprocessing step takes place to clean, reduce the noise, and normalize the data. The major task in this regard is the noise reduction considering various possible noise sources, such as environmental and gravitational factors, floor conditions, and the users' shoes or other wearable materials. Since the gait-related features rely heavily on readings from motion sensors, such as the accelerometer, which are very sensitive, the adopted method should account for further noise [91] . Such noises can be handled using linear interpolation and filtering techniques, while environmental noise adds much complexity to the walk detection task, which can be minimized using activity recognition to remove any irrelevant data [90] . For the walk detection, cycles (i.e., the time between two paces bounded by maximum and minimum threshold across the three axes) or machine learning techniques are both utilized in the literature. Cycle-based approaches are commonly used since the average cycle length is easily and simply calculated to detect cycles by moving forward or backward in intervals of the average cycle length with some correction measurement. On the other hand, machine learning-based approaches have shown to be accurate for automatic walk detection [93] . Such techniques require readings of sensory data, preprocessing phase to reduce the noise and normalize the data, and a walk detection model that leverages the lowest and highest values for thresholding and decision.
The final step of gait recognition is the analysis on the time intervals, frequencies, or both. Using time intervals analysis, some metrics can be extracted and studied, such as cycle statistics, including the minimum, average, maximum acceleration values, and cycle lengths and frequencies. Moreover, cycle variance and stability are measured by acceleration moments [76] , [98] . Using frequency analysis, usually conducted using Discrete or Fast Fourier Transforms, it has been shown that the first few coefficients resulting from each conversion are highly relevant for detecting distinctive gait patterns [76] .
Wang et al. [82] and Gafurov et al. [83] used k-NN model to classify legitimate users using gait-based features, where Wang et al. uses the camera to capture the user movement, and Gafurov et al. captures the user movement using cyclic rotation metric device attached to different places of the body (ankle, hip, pocket, arm). Both studies achieved an accuracy of above 85%, with EER of 3.54% and 5%, respectively. Multiple studies used accelerometer as a standalone sensor to capture the user movement for user authentication task [76] , [85] - [93] .
Both Thang et al. [85] and Hoang et al. [86] collected data of 11-14 users and used SVM-based models for capturing user patterns, achieving a nearly same accuracy of 92%. In  TABLE II  SUMMARY OF THE RELATED WORK FOR GAIT-BASED USER AUTHENTICATION. EACH WORK IS IDENTIFIED BY THE USED MODALITIES, UTILIZED   SENSORS, DATASET, MODELING ALGORITHM, AND THEIR [97] incorporated different sensors to capture the motion aspects of the users, achieving an accuracy of up to 96% by using accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, piezoelectric energy harvester, and electromagnetic energy harvester [94] . The summary of the gait-based user authentication methods is shown in Table II . Insights and Challenges. Similar to motion-based user authentication methods, gait-based methods do not achieve high accuracy and precision in user authentication tasks. Most studies use the accelerometer for user authentication, while it can provide continuous authentication, it fails to operate when no data is captured (the user is not moving). In general, gait-based user authentication methods are feasible in limited applications, particularly in wearable sports devices. Moreover, such authentication requires external devices with sensors that are not common in the IoT device. Observing the gait-based patterns for user authentication have many limitations, such as the user state at the enrollment stage, as a user over time behavior may change and is highly dependent on the user's physical state when capturing the data. Such challenges may explain the low accuracy of gait-based authentication methods.
V. KEYSTROKE-BASED AUTHENTICATION One of the earliest behavioral authentication methods is based on studying the keystroke dynamics. Most keystroke dynamics-based methods are cost-effective and do not require additional modules to operate [110] . During the usage of the device, when a key input is required (e.g., texting), the keystroke dynamics-based authentication method continuously validates the user since behavioral dynamics can be distinctive across users. Conducting authentication via keystroke dynamics requires analyzing and capturing the distinctive features and patterns of users' keystrokes when using the device [111] , [112] . Common features include: 1 Keypress frequency, which calculates the frequency of keypress events. 2 Key release frequency, which calculates the frequency of key release events. 3 Latency and hold time, which calculates the rates of press-to-press, press-to-release (which is also known as the hold time), release-to-release, and release-topress events. 4 Finger's pressure while touching the screen. 5 Pressed area size by the user's fingers. 6 Error rate, which is the frequency of using backspaces or deletion option.
Using keystroke dynamics for authentication or user validation has been adopted on traditional computers before their application to smartphones [99] . Even though it seems to be an easier task to implement a keystroke dynamics-based authentication on computers due to the less complex feature space, Joyce and Gupta [100] showed the uniqueness of both written signatures and typing behavior are originated from the physiology of the neurological system.
Recent application of keystroke dynamics takes advantage of embedded sensors (e.g., motion sensor on smartphones), to improve the authentication accuracy, especially when there the key-based input is unavailable [113] , [114] . Another distinction between applying keystroke dynamics-based methods on smartphones and computers is the large space of keybased input in the smartphone since it includes touches and swipes that meant for interacting with the applications without typing textual content [101] . Several studies have addressed the generalization of these methods to different types of input. For instance, McLoughlin et al. [101] showed that using key press and release frequencies and the latency between two presses contribute greatly to establishing distinctive keystroke behavior for users. The authors showed that the application should account for the inconsistencies in recorded data by introducing weights based on the variance of data (i.e., lower variance gets higher weights). Their results show an accuracy of more than 90%, establishing the validity of using keystroke dynamics as a biometric for authentication with minimal computational overhead and increased usability.
Buriro et al. [115] designed an authentication scheme based on the user's hand movements and timing features as they enter ten keystrokes. The authors conducted experiments using data collected from 97 participants and reported an authentication accuracy of 85.77% and FAR of 7.32%. Similarly, Zahid et al. [102] studied keystroke behavior of 25 users, including features such as the hold time, error rate, and latency. The authors suggested a fuzzy classifier to account for the diffused features space and argued that presenting the classification task of keystroke behavior as an optimization problem benefits the robustness of the model when compared to similarity-based methods [103] . Using a fuzzy classifier with Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithms, their proposed method showed 0% FRR and 2% FAR, suggesting high security and usability potential. However, keystroke dynamics are often incorporated with other modalities for improving performance and accuracy. For instance, Hwang et al. [104] suggested including rhythm and tempo as components for studying keystroke dynamics, i.e., a user is required to follow a distinct and consistent timing pattern for accurate keystroke-based authentication. For example, a given term can be entered digit by digit separated with subsequent short and long pauses that are controlled by tempo cues, e.g., a metronome for counting pause intervals. In their study, the authors showed an average improvement of about 4% in the EER evaluation metric when using artificial rhythmic input with tempo cues in comparison to natural rhythms. However, adopting such methods adds complexity to the usability aspect.
Using smartphone embedded sensors to support keystroke dynamics-based authentication has been repeatedly suggested to improve the performance and to provide transparent authentication. [105] proposed incorporating velocity-related metrics to reach an accuracy of 98.6% for classifying data from ten users using an SVM classifier. Similarly, Giuffrida et al. [106] proposed incorporating keystroke data with motion sensors data, namely, accelerometer and gyroscope, to conclude that metrics obtained from the accelerometer data are more useful than those obtained from the gyroscope. The authors showed that combining features from motion sensors with keystroke metrics provides similar results as adopting only the motion sensors-related features alone, i.e., the study shows that sensorrelated features can be more useful than keystroke dynamics in terms of authentication. However, obtaining and analyzing high-frequency sensory data can be power consuming. Table III shows a list of authentication methods based on keystroke dynamics. The proposed approaches show a promising direction for using this modality for user authentication, achieving an accuracy of up to 99% by Cilia et al. [19] . Insights and Challenges. Keystroke dynamics is one of the earliest modalities used for implicit authentication utilizing keystroking features. The features include time, e.g., the latency between pressing and releasing of a key, and latency between releasing one key and pressing another, device orientation, finger pressure size [48] - [50] , and others. Keystroke dynamics-based methods have shown high efficiency in user authentication tasks, achieving an overall accuracy of 99%. However, it only works when the user interacts with the keyboard [2] , [57] . Implementing keystroke dynamics-based approach is challenging, for instance, feature selection is a critical process, as the selected features should not only enable identifying and validating legitimate users, but also should be robust against noise and variations, especially temporal behavioral changes over time. The selected features should be a suitable representation of the user identity and behavior, ensuring distinctiveness of the characteristics, this is done by minimizing the external effects such as physical, emotional, and over time behavioral changes (i.e., deviation of the feature data as environment changes) on the extracted features. Other factors may play a major role in the authentication task, such as selecting a suitable machine learning algorithm to learn patterns and sequences for user authentication with minimized complexity. In addition, mobile devices support multi-language functionality, and there is a lack of addressing the changes in user behaviors when using multiple languages.
VI. TOUCH GESTURE-BASED AUTHENTICATION
Using touch gestures as a biometric modality extend landscape of transparent authentication applications to include a variety of devices with touchscreen unit (e.g., smartwatches, digital cameras, navigation systems, and monitors) [3] . Several studies have investigated the touch gestures as a behavioral biometrics for continious authentication since it can be convenient and cost-effective. Touch gestures include swipes [116] , [133] , flicks [117] , [118] , [121] , slides [119] ), and handwriting [134] . The distinction between keystroke dynamics and touch gestures can be summarized in the input form for users and the method of input. The commonalities between the two modalities are the space of improvement when accounting for motion sensors [117] , [120] . Therefore, many studies have incorporated motion-based features to gesture-based methods [121] . Considering features from touch gestures enable accurate authentication with an accuracy reaching to 99% and minimal EER such as 0.03% when applying k-Nearest Neighbors classifier or other distance-based classifiers [120] .
Leveraging the abundance of information generated by the operating system of smartphones, a large number of features can be extracted from touch gestures such as the reading from the accelerometer, pressure, gravity, velocity, touch area, and time-related measurements. Such features allow for accurate calculation of the gesture statistics and developing patterns for user authentication [122] - [125] , [135] . Antal et al. [126] extended the feature space of swipe gestures to include touch duration, trajectory length, acceleration, average speed, touch pressure, touch area, and gravity readings. Using data from 40 users, including 58 samples, the authors performed one and two-class classification using multiple classifiers such as Bayes Net, k-Nearest Neighbor, and Random Forests. The authors reported that Random Forests showed an EER of 0.004%. Their results showed that the device motion and positioning are important factors in distinguishing users.
Since touch gestures are commonly known as soft biometrics that could enable the recognition of gender and proportional measures such as physical attributes including hand size, forearm length, and height, they are beneficial in criminal investigations. Miguel et al. [136] proposed studying the swipe gesture for sex prediction using a variety of features including the swipe's length, width, touch area, pressure, velocity, acceleration, start-to-end angle, and others. The authors showed that applying a multilinear logistic regression classifier for sex prediction achieves an accuracy of 71% when the direction of the swipe is down-to-up. Using a fusion of swipe direction-based decision, the accuracy reaches 78%. Similarly, Bevan and Fraser [137] investigated the relationship between swipe gestures, thumb length, and gender. Using data from 178 users performing one-hand gestures using the thumb, the authors collected 21,360 samples of swipes in various directions. Among the calculated features, the results showed a strong correlation between thumb length and gestures, and they reflected in the velocity, acceleration, and completion time. Moreover, the study also showed that male users completed the gestures at a higher speed than female users.
The landscape of using touch gestures as behavioral biometrics for user authentication includes devices designed for users with disabilities. For example, Azenkot et al. [138] proposed PassChords, which designed for authenticating users with vision impairments using a predefined sequence of screen taps. Another application is proposed by [45] for users with finger injuries, which uses the finger's trajectory and posture before touching the screen using its positioning and proximity. For this application, the direct touch gesture (i.e., the contact with the screen) is not fully required, and only the proximityrelated measurement is possibly feasible to authenticate users.
Several studies have shown that gesture-based authentication schemes are application-dependant, and data of touches can vary significantly from one application to another, which makes the generalization aspect of gesture-based schemes for continuous authentication across different applications is limited [127] - [129] , [139] . Therefore, a "context-aware" approach is a potential solution to generalize gesture-based methods. Khan and Hengartner [12] showed that the performance of gesture-based methods could be improved by allowing context-aware implementation where different applications control the tuning of features. To this end, the authors used the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence metric, which is shown to differ by application indicating the importance of accounting and tuning the features based on the used application. Using data of 32 users who were instructed to use four different applications during the data collection process, the experimental results showed that using the "context-aware" approach improves the accuracy of the device-centric approach. Table IV shows a list of proposed gesture-based authentication methods using varieties of touch gestures and machine learning models. Random forest, in particular, is among the top achieving and adopted models in this modality-based method, with an accuracy above 99% as shown in [131] and [45] . IV  SUMMARY OF THE RELATED WORK FOR GESTURE-BASED USER AUTHENTICATION. EACH WORK IS IDENTIFIED BY THE USED MODALITIES, UTILIZED   SENSORS, DATASET, MODELING ALGORITHM, AND THEIR PERFORMANCE.   Study Modalities  Sensors  Methods  #  Users  EER  FAR  FRR  TPR  Accuracy Auth. Time [116] Swipe Gesture NA ANN-CPANN 71 0.08% 0 [117] Flick Gesture AC, Gy SOM NA 92.8% [118] Flick Gesture Or k-NN 16 6.85% ¡100ms [119] Slide Gesture NA SVM 60 0.01-0.02% 0.03% 0.05% 0.3s [120] Swipe Gesture Ac, Or MHD DTW 104 104 0.31% 1.55% [121] Flick Gesture Ac Naïve Bayes 10 1.3% 8% 92% 98% [122] Touch & keystroke NA k-NN 10 1% 99% 20ms [123] Keystrokes/Touch/Handwriting NA SVM-RBF 32 0.75-8.67% [124] Gesture NA MGGM 20 89% 53ms [125] Gesture Insights and Challenges. Similar to keystroke dynamicsbased methods, gesture-based authentication methods achieve a high accuracy rate of 99.9%. While recent studies show that gesture-based methods are efficient for user authentication, it is uncertain how such methods will behave with a sudden change in the behavior, this may occur with the change of the application preferences (i.e., installing new application that requires certain touch gestures to navigate and control) taken the continuous evolvement of IoT and mobile applications. This introduces the challenge of implementing suitable gesturebased feature representations capable of validating the user regardless of the application preferences or usage.
VII. VOICE-BASED AUTHENTICATION
Speaker identification using voice-related features has been investigated extensively in the literature [77] , [148] . Voicerelated features combine both physiological aspects (e.g., vocal tract and lips characteristics) and behavioral traits (e.g., emotion-or age-related tones), allowing the speak/voice analysis over large feature space [149] . Based on [150] , there are two approaches for using voice to authenticate/identify the speaker, which are as follows. 1 Text-dependent approach, in which users are authenticated based on the matching of speaking a predefined phrase. Since the users speak a certain phrase for authentication, this method is straightforward and very accurate. However, it does not allow for transparent or continuous authentication, and it is not a secret-based method). 2 Text-independent approach in which users are authenticated based on features extracted from the voice regardless of the spoken words. This approach allows higher flexibility, especially in offering transparent authentication, where users are unaware of the service. However, accurate text-independent authentication accuracy faces different challenges due to the dynamic changes in the feature space of voice input accounting for the state of the user condition and other environmental factors. Speaker recognition using voice features follows the typical pattern recognition system, starting from data collection and preprocessing, going through the feature extraction and selection, and ending with the modeling and pattern recognition. Similar to conventional machine learning-based systems, the quality of features contributes considerably to the accuracy of the system [151] , [152] . For speaker recognition, such features include short-term spectral features, temporal and rhythmic, voice source, prosodic, and conversation-level features [3] . Short-term spectral characteristics represent the resonance attributes of the vocal tract and often extracted with high frequency from 20 to 30 ms timeframes. Prosodic and temporal traits include intonation and rhythmic patterns extracted from long timeframes. Conversation-level features are high-level properties extracted from the textual contents of spoken words, such as word or phrase frequencies. The quality of features is measured by their distinctive nature and their robustness against possible introduced noise (e.g., the user condition and environment) [153] . In this regard, a study by Reynolds [150] showed that spectral features provide highquality, simple, and discriminative feature space.
Using the extracted features, a variety of models are utilized for voice/speaker recognition such as SVM and Gaussian mixture models [153] . Early applications for voice recognition include access control, personalization, and forensic and criminal investigations [150] . The application landscape has increased to include online banking (i.e., conducting a transaction via voice communication as the voice recognition system transparently and continuously authenticate the customer) [3] . While voice-based user authentication methods capture the voice using the microphone, different works can be distinguished by the data preprocessing and the utilized machine learning algorithm. Zhang et al. [141] achieved an accuracy of 99.34% with EER and FAR of 1% using the crosscorrelation method with an authentication time of half a second on a sample size of 21 users. Additionally, using gaussian mixed model, Kim et al. [145] and Johnson et al. [146] achieved similar EER of around 6% on a sample size of 50 and 48 respectively. Similarly, Lu et al. [142] achieved an accuracy of 95% and TPR of 99% in conducting user authentication tasks using a gaussian mixed model with a sample size of 104 users. Multiple machine learning methods may be incorporated for user authentication tasks, Wang et al. [143] used principle components analysis with support vector machine to train data collected from 18 users, achieving an EER of 5.4% and overall accuracy of 93.5%. Using a simple approach may outperform powerful machine learning algorithms in user authentication tasks, as Zhang et al. [147] achieved an accuracy of 99.3% with EER of 1.01% and FAR of 1% using sample similarity method. Table V shows several voice-based user authentication methods. The listed voice-based methods show the validity of using this modality for the user authentication task. Insights and Challenges. Voice-based methods can be used as a baseline for the feature extraction process in user authentication systems with high accuracy of around 99.3%, eliminating the need to remember passwords and challenging hackers to spoof biometric traits. However, technical limitations may exist. For instance, background noise and illness (i.e., throat related diseases) may affect the quality of the captured sound, increasing the false acceptance and false rejection rates of the implemented approach. Moreover, the voice signature is likely to change according to the distance between the microphone and the mouth, resulting in additional challenges to be highlighted. In general, continuous voice-based user authentication methods are hard to be implemented, as voice commands and signatures should be entered to the system periodically, downgrading the usability and user experience.
VIII. MULTIMODAL AUTHENTICATION Multimodal authentication systems have become increasingly popular since relying on multiple modalities on offer robust and accurate results in comparison to unimodal systems that consider only a single biometric modality. Such systems offer hardened security, especially against adversarial attacks, and deliver a flexible method for authentication considering possible changes of the input data that result in problems in the enrollment and validation phase [77] , [173] .
The implementation of multimodal authentication could require a fusion of multiple data sources, extracted features, or/and used algorithms and models. The literature shows that multimodal biometric-based authentication schemes have used different fusion approaches such as feature-level fusion, used modeling algorithms fusion, and decision-level fusion. 1 Feature-level fusion includes combining features from different modalities to be considered together as an input to the modeling algorithm. Accounting for possible heterogeneous resulting feature space from different sources, a normalization process usually takes place. 2 Algorithm-level fusion includes constructing an ensemble of models that are built based on an individual of multiple biometric modalities. The ensemble combines outputs by considering matching scores or voting mechanism to help with the decision. 3 Decision-level fusion occurs when decisions are generated by individual modalities separately. The final decision considers all outputs and adopts certain rules or voting to generate the final output.
Using multimodal authentication on smartphones is a feasible solution since today's devices are equipped with a variety of sensors that support the reading of several biometrics [154] . However, several challenges should be considered when implementing multimodal authentication, such as the input data quality generated by different sources since poor data results in poor performance, and the inclusion of multiple data sources requires reading from different sensors, which could be computationally-hungry and energy-expensive [174] . Addressing such challenges effectively allows multimodal authentication to offer robust and secure access control [175] .
Vildjiounaite et al. [92] proposed combining gait and voice biometrics to increase the performance of user validation. Using data samples of 31 users, the authors reported a decrease in the error rates from 2.82%-43.09% and 13.7-17.2% using the individual voice and gait recognition, respectively, to 1.97%-11.8% for adopting a multimodal system incorporating Gofman et al. [154] suggested using face and voice biometrics to tackle input data quality and training data scarcity for mobile authentication. Considering the nature of the data acquisition process on mobile devices, the authors argued that data quality is usually in poor condition due to environmental factors or the utilization of low-cost sensors. Moreover, the authors stated mobile authentication systems face a training data scarcity problem since users tend to provide small training samples during the enrolment phase. Using a multimodal system, the authors addressed these issues and enhanced the potential of acquiring high-quality data samples during user enrollment. The proposed approach incorporated the Fisherface method for face recognition since it is shown to be effective under changing environmental conditions, and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for voice recognition (HMM was used for algorithm score-level fusion and LDA was used for feature-level fusion ). The authors used a quality-based weighting method to adjust to samples' quality and limit the impact of poor-quality samples on the performance of the system. The results showed a decrease in error rates from 4.29% for the face recognition module and 34.72% for the voice recognition module to 2.14% for the feature-level fused multimodal system. Similar work has been proposed by Morris et al. [56] for combining voice, face, and signature modalities for personal digital assistant devices. The authors reported a decrease in error rates when combining all three modalities from 3.38%-29.87% to 0.56%, which is considered a considerable improvement in the system performance. Their implementation adopts a text-dependent voice authentication approach since text-independent can bring much complexity when addressing phonetic variations, which can computationally-expensive and energy-draining when running locally on the device.
Kayacik et al. [164] proposed a data-driven approach with an ensemble of classifiers to enable the authentication system to be temporally and spatially aware of the user behavioral usage and surroundings by taking advantage of several hard and soft sensors such as the accelerometer, WiFi, light sensor, and others. The proposed method requires more than 122 seconds to allow the data to be collected for authenticating users and about 717 seconds to detect an imposter. However, the experiments report a high authentication accuracy of 99.4%. Similar work has been proposed by Li and Bours [176] that incorporates sensory data of smartphones and WiFi information for enabling users to access an application within three seconds, with an average EER of 9.19%. Similar studies combinations of multiple biometrics to incorporate face, iris, and periocular recognition [158] , [177] , eye gaze, and touch gestures [155] , and user behavioral profiling, keystroke dynamics, and linguistic features [156] . Another direction of research studied users' behavioral patterns using their usage of applications and Wi-Fi traffic [157] . Table VI shows the multimodal-based user authentication methods by using multiple modalities and machine learning algorithms. Insights and Challenges. Multimodal-based user authentication methods are designed by implementing several modalities (behavioral and physiological biometrics), such as the face, voice, and keystroke dynamics, to operate user authentication tasks. The performance of a system is related to the quality of the collected samples, as a good-quality biometric sample is critical for accurate identification. Due to unreliable features that could be caused by a single biometric (i.e., the changing emotional or physical state of the user or poor data acquisition), and to overcome performance degradation caused by these limitations, researchers have moved from unimodal biometrics to multimodal biometrics. For instance, combining face recognition and keystroke dynamics for user authentication will outperform the performance of each modality alone and mitigate the limitations of each modality. However, multimodal-based methods counter several challenges, while it utilizes several modalities to increase the performance, the authentication algorithm becomes critical since it should learn the user's pattern across different modalities. To overcome this issue, researchers utilize an ensemble of machine learning models enabling different pattern recognition per legitimate user. However, this caused a longer training time, extending the required user enrollment stage time and processing, model size, prediction time, and data collection and preprocessing. Further, using multiple sensors and components may interrupt the user's experience and usage of the device.
IX. CONCLUSION
Mobile devices have become the most common platform for communication and accessing the internet. The rapid enhancements of embedded technologies and resources of mobile devices have enabled users to conduct varieties of activities and transactions. Therefore, secure and accurate access control is essential. To date, mobile devices' manufacturers have implemented knowledge-based and physiological biometricbased authentication methods as the primary access control scheme. While both approaches offer simplicity, efficiency, and precision, they assume the same level of security to all applications and fall short on delivering authentication beyond the point-of-entry. Moreover, these approaches require overt recognition, where the user explicitly enters the passsecret or the used biometrics, making them fail in delivering implicit, transparent, and continuous authentication. Recently, behavioral biometrics are used to offer efficient continuous authentication on smartphones by leveraging the readings of a variety of embedded sensors. This survey aims to highlights methods, approaches, benefits, and challenges associated with using behavioral biometrics for user authentication. We surveyed around 150 studies that conducted a behavioralbased authentication and pointed out their used techniques, sensors, performance measurements, and time needed for authentication. As this field is rapidly evolving, there is still a need to explore security-related aspects and implementation considerations beyond familiar standards.
